
NovemBER: 
Dark ’N’ Stormy® 



  “It was a dark and stormy night.”  
Edward Bulwer-Lytton, Paul Clifford 

  Madeleine L'Engle, A Wrinkle in Time  

  Ray Bradbury, Let's All Kill Constance 



dark ’n’ stormy® 

 The Dark ’n’ Stormy® is a highball-style cocktail, 
considered to be the national drink of  Bermuda. 

So what’s in it? 

  2 ounces of  Gosling’s Black Seal Black Rum  

  4 ounces of  Ginger Beer 

  Served in a highball glass and garnished with lime 



dark ’n’ stormy® 

  Despite its evocative, seafaring name, there is not a 
romantic history behind the Dark ’n’ Stormy®. The 
cocktail was created in Bermuda after WWI, and it 
gained popularity through the sailing community 
up and down the east coast of  the U.S., as sailors 
who frequented Bermuda brought the drink home. 

A  little history 



dark ’n’ stormy® 

  Like the Negroni with Campari, the Dark ‘n’ Stormy® is one 
of  the rare cocktails inextricably tied to one brand, in this case 
Gosling’s Black Seal Rum. The Gosling family, which has 
owned the rum since 1806, filed two trademarks with the 
United States Patent and Trademark Office, patenting the 
cocktail’s name and dictating the precise ingredients and 
amounts required to call a Dark ’n’ Stormy, well, a Dark ’n’ 
Stormy®. 

  According to an article in the New York Times, a recent 
advertisement in Imbibe magazine suggested preparing the 
drink with Zaya, a brand of  rum made in Trinidad. “Now I 
have to pursue that,” was Gosling’s response, adding, “they’re 
really just trying to cheat and to capitalize on our investment. 

 So what’s with the ® ? 



THE DARK 

  Try Cruzan or Coruba dark rum in a Dark ‘n’ Stormy® and 
not only will you face a potential lawsuit, but the cocktail just 
won’t taste the same. It’s true, no other dark rum really works 
in the drink.  

  The largest export of  Bermuda, Gosling’s is actually 
composed of  rums made and aged around the Caribbean and 
then assembled in Bermuda. Its black seal (today represented 
on the bottle by a literal picture of  a dark seal) originated 
when the fledgling Gosling’s spirit company used empty 
champagne bottles sealed with dark wax to ship their product. 
A barrel-aged, almost coffee-colored liquor, Black Seal Rum 
has a sugary character accented by deep char notes of  roasted 
coffee and hints of  cola, cinnamon, allspice, and ripe fruit. 



THE Stormy 

  Likewise, a spicy ginger brew is necessary, and there is 
one Bermudan ginger beer that has the right amount of  
bite: Barritts. As it turns out, when Gosling’s 
trademarked the Dark ’n’ Stormy®, this was the ginger 
beer it designated as the mixer. Recently Gosling’s has 
bought Barritts effectively monopolizing the entire 
cocktail. Will Gosling’s patented limes be next?  



dark ’n’ stormy® 

Let’s drink a Dark ‘n’ Stormy®!  


